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Hi Marc, Thanks for you valuable suggestion. I have started the preparation for the course and
definitely ready to start for which i need to have hardware support. It would be great if you can guide
me what would be my options. Will be able to get HANA certification after completing the SAP Basis
HANA developer training and as i am planning to have the certification is it really required. Krishna, I
am not sure about the certification for HANA, it is one of the optional certification. So, you will be
able to learn it. You can take HANA certification after completing the SAP Basis HANA training. If you
are interested in HANA platform, I am sure you will like it. As it is Sql based platform and as you
already know about SQL. It will be nothing but very easy for you. If you have any queries, feel free to
write them back to me. I will help you out the best I can. Happy learning! Hi, I am not working with
any company that uses SAP but I wish to do SAP certification from SAS institute. But I have never
gone through SAS certification. Can you suggest me which course can be best for me and which one
you would advice for a fresher to learn SAP? Hello, I would like to have an idea about HANA, so can
you please let me know what are the prerequisites required to learn SAP HANA. In addition to that,
can anyone give me the brief about how a newbie can go about learning SAP HANA in upcoming
future? A good place to start. I am Interested in developing web based application which is based on
HANA database. It will be available in the internet for the public. So, I am using the database to
accept incoming data and process information. I have some basic knowledge in HANA so that I can
use the database but I don't have any idea about how to make it a web app that will be available for
all to use. I am interested in getting some ideas and guidelines to make this app. I am not good in
programming so any kind of idea/guideline will be highly appreciated.
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the hybrid cloud has already become almost ubiquitous, almost by accident. most organizations
have purchased and integrated various cloud software assets, like workday for hcm, salesforce for

crm, marketo for marketing automation, coupa for srm, or vendavo for pricing. they may have
purchased the sap variants of these: successfactors, cloud for customer, marketing cloud, ariba, and
cpq. the sap basis consultant helps determine how to establish an ideal environment for sap basis,
based on client needs and requirements. the role is to help build out the appropriate infrastructure

and ensure that any software upgrades, patches or enhancements are applied in a timely and
effective manner. a successful sap basis consultant role depends on having extensive experience in

leading and guiding a large scale development team. this role is a hybrid between traditional
consulting role and a product manager. sap basis customer success specialist is a highly skilled role

that is responsible for the development and deployment of software applications on a worldwide
basis, while maintaining a strong focus on the customer. the sap basis consultant works with the

client to determine how to establish an ideal environment for sap basis, based on client needs and
requirements. the role is to help build out the appropriate infrastructure and ensure that any

software upgrades, patches or enhancements are applied in a timely and effective manner. as you
explore your options, see if there are any other sap solutions or applications that appeal to you. you
can look at the sap learning experience as a way of finding out what might be a good fit for you. you

may also want to explore other areas of business and technology. find out how to build a good
career in sap by starting here. the links below will help you find your way. 5ec8ef588b
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